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Manuel's hands in 1166.1 The next year the Latin East again A*d ««e
demanded his attention, for the new king of Jerusalem,
Amaury I, sought his alliance and married a Byzantine
princess. Manuel sent the Greek fleet to assist him in his
invasion of Egypt in 1169, but the plans of the allies were
badly concerted, and the siege of Damietta, the first objective
of the expedition, had to be abandoned. The alliance was
resumed in 1171, but nothing came of it; and the Eastern.
Empire ceased to play a part in the affairs of the Latin East.
This was mainly due to the Emperor's preoccupation with
his Western schemes, and by 1171 these had involved him in
a situation of extreme gravity.
Manuel's return from Syria in 1159 had coincided with the Negotiations
papal schism which followed the death of Hadrian IV. He
grasped eagerly at the chance this seemed to offer of realising Frederick
his ambition and being recognised as Emperor, at any rate Barbarossa
in Italy and at Rome. He opened up a correspondence with
Pope Alexander III, friendly in tone on both sides, which
lasted for some years; there were two obstacles to their
alliance—the schism between the Eastern and Western
Churches, and the hostility of the Norman allies of Alexander
to the Eastern Emperor—and nothing practical resulted from
these negotiations. Later, when the Lombard League was
founded, Manuel redoubled his efforts to form a coalition that
would isolate Barbarossa and confine him to his German
kingdom. The advance he had been making in Hungary
seems to have been part of the same policy; he had already
renewed friendly relations with Louis VII of France; and
he now even proposed an alliance with William II of Sicily,
and offered him the hand of his daughter Mary. Above all,
he entered into negotiations with the leading Italian cities
and supplied them with money to assist their revolt against
the Western Emperor. The maritime towns were of especial
importance to him. Both Genoa and Pisa nibbled at the
bait of trading advantages, but neither would commit itself
to an actual breach with Barbarossa* There remained Venice,
whose alliance with the Eastern Empire was traditional. But
Venice was seriously alarmed by the Byzantine occupation
of the Dalmatian coast and re-entry into Ancona. She
1 B61a became king in 1173 and remained loyal to Manuel.   It was only
after the Emperor's death that he recovered Dalmatia for Hungary.

